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The US Air Force's Commando Solo aircraft are used to 
broadcast subliminal radio frequency messages to manipulate 

the minds of military and civilian targets.  
 

USAF COMMANDO SOLO:  
AERIAL MIND-CONTROL BROADCASTS  
The United States Air Force uses aerial mind-control broadcasts against civilian populations as 
well as enemy troops. Some of these actions against civilians are done with the intent of 
influencing public opinion and the outcome of elections. In a previous article, we examined mind-
control technology, especially those that are utilising Silent Sounds™, in which radio-frequency 
broadcasts carry subliminal patterns that entrain the listener's brainwaves into a preselected 
emotional state. According to ITV wire service reports, this technology was used during 
Operation Desert Storm in 1991, as part of US Psychological Operations (PsyOps) directed 
against Iraqi troops.  
To the Desert Storm offensive we can now add several other incidents. Alex Horvat, editor of The 
Probe, calls to our attention the 1998 video, Exotic Weapons of Mass Control, produced by Bob 
Fletcher. "The excerpt played on Fletcher's video is from TLC [The Learning Channel] and clearly 
states that Commando Solo was used in Haiti for what was called Operation Uphold Democracy. As the 
general populace was violently opposed to Aristide and most in favour of his ouster, it took nearly a 
year of this clandestine counter-programming to get them to change their minds… Instead of butchering 
a population physically, we can now manipulate them mentally, virtually enslaving their thoughts with 
a criss-cross pattern of flights by an EC-130 (which is just a C-130 heavily laden with electronic 
hardware)."  
We were not at war with the citizens of Haiti, yet the US Government directed military weapons against 
this friendly, or at least neutral, civilian population. The US Government sanctioned the "rigging" of the 
Haitian election by mental control of the people, programming them to cast their votes for the 
Americans' favoured candidate. And they had the nerve to call it "Operation Uphold Democracy". Some 
sense of humour! Stalin would have loved it. Hitler would have loved it. Why is the US Government 
doing this? Who is behind this flagrant violation of civil liberties? Is it the US Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA), which has a long history of interfering in foreign government politics? Or has this 
become standard military procedure?  
This rationale is always the same: "to make the world safe for democracy". Yet what is democracy if 
not freedom? Freedom to think your own thoughts; freedom to express your own opinions; freedom to 
vote for the candidate of your own choice.  
Fletcher's video also mentions that the same technology was used against the Bosnia population for a 
week to influence their election. This was probably done during Operation Joint Guard in 1995.  
The questions arise: If they have used mind-control broadcasts against foreign civilian populations to 
influence elections, will they use them against American citizens - or have they already? What other 
countries may be the recipients of this innovative technology?  

   



Just what is this EC-130 Commando Solo? The United States Air Force has helpfully published a Fact 
Sheet that describes the Lockheed-build aircraft. This 1995 bulletin states that the "unit flyaway cost" is 
more than US$100 million each, and that there are eight in the inventory. Its primary function is 
"Psychological operations broadcasts". The crew consists of four officers (pilot, copilot, navigator, 
control chief/EWO) and seven enlisted members (flight engineer, loadmaster, five mission crew).  
According to the Fact Sheet:  
"Air Force Mission: Commando Solo conducts psychological operations and civil affairs broadcast 
missions in the standard AM, FM, HF, TV and military communications bands. Missions are flown at 
maximum altitudes possible to ensure optimum propagation patterns. The EC-130 flies during either 
day or night scenarios with equal success, and is air refuelable. A typical mission consists of a single-
ship orbit which is offset from the desired target audience. The targets may be either military or civilian 
personnel. "Secondary missions include command and control communications countermeasures 
(C3CM) and limited intelligence gathering.  
"Air Force Features: Highly specialised modifications have been made to the latest version of the EC-
130. Included in these modifications are enhanced navigation systems, self-protection equipment, and 
the capability of broadcasting colour television on a multitude of worldwide standards throughout the 
TV VHF/UHF ranges…  
"Air Force Background: Air National Guard EC-130 aircraft flown by the 193rd Special Operations 
Group were deployed to both Saudi Arabia and Turkey in support of Desert Storm. Their missions 
included broadcasts of 'Voice of the Gulf' and other programs intended to convince Iraqi soldiers to 
surrender.  
"The EC-130 was originally modified using the mission electronic equipment from the EC-121, known 
at the time as the Coronet Solo. Soon after the 193rd SOG received its EC-130s, the unit participated in 
the rescue of US citizens in Operation Urgent Fury, acting as an airborne radio station informing those 
people on Grenada of the US military action.  
"Volant Solo, as the mission is now known, was instrumental in the success of coordinated 
psychological operations in Operation Just Cause, again broadcasting continuously throughout the 
initial phases of the operation…"  
Operation Just Cause? This is another propaganda name, applied to the US invasion of Panama to take 
out that country's leader, General Noriega, the CIA's erstwhile partner in drug smuggling. Apparently 
the General had made someone mad - how else to account for the massive invasion of this tiny tourist 
country? To wit: "A superpower whipped the poop out of 10 per cent of the police force of a Third 
World nation. You are supposed to be able to do that. It was done well, and I credit those who did it. 
But it is important that we draw, the right lessons from it, "according to an anonymous US Marine.  
Our Commander-in-Chief had another point of view: "…the roll call of glory, the roster of great 
American campaigns - Yorktown, Gettysburg, Normandy, and now Panama." - President George Bush, 
March 1990  
 


